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in order to achieve this, eso is working with some of the best uhd technology available, particularly from vlt, the very large telescope at paranal in chile. paranal is one of the best sites on the planet for astronomy and is a great place for the eso to collaborate with other telescopes around the world. the paranal
observatory’s staff are responsible for the operations of the vlt and eso provides the telescopes, the staff, the astronomers and the funds for their operations and maintenance. to learn more about the paranal observatory, visit eso’s paranal observatory. the next step is to stitch the individual images together into a video
file. this is done using a tool called magic bullet. if you want to learn more about this method, visit our feature movies page on our website. lastly, i use software called elagolight to make the final edits to the sequence. here you can experiment with the effects and filters on the sequence, and then export it to youtube or
any other video hosting site you may use. a few months ago, the game designers released an online video about the game and the universe. it is a very good introductory movie, but it does not explain that destiny will be the most complex game in the universe. this is the reason why we are here for the first time. we are

going to explore this amazing universe with an unprecedented level of detail. on our journey, we will explore the history of the nine, a new planet of destiny called the taken, the location of the game world’s first city, lowtown, the location of the ghost, a terrifying crashed alien ship, and much more. there will be many
videos to come, and we are looking forward to capturing all this beauty on video!
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it is important to note that dark time-lapses made with a camera at night are typically shot at iso rates of around 3200 or 6400 (depending on film speed and aperture). this is far too low for the human eye! because of this low iso, the human eye is unable to distinguish any stars which are flying past at a high rate of
speed. it is only when the exposure times are under 5 seconds for a dslr shot that the human eye can still make out the stars and even then they are blurred. when creating a dark time-lapse using a dslr, the sequence must consist of very short exposures (typically 1 second or less). each image would have to be exposed
many times and the lens aperture would be wide open, meaning that the dslr is seeing an extremely large amount of light. the dark time-lapse image produced from these techniques takes hours to create and often requires more than a night in the dark. however, this can be remedied if the observer is willing to stay in
the darkness for a few days or more. its worth noting that we are still in the early stages of time-lapse photography, with many more interesting variations on this technique being developed. for example, it is possible to create time-lapses from moving objects. my name is christoph malin and i am based near innsbruck,

austria. i have been at the frontline of the new art of time-lapse filming since 2010, specialising in low-light photography, and i am captivated by the beauty of the night sky. i regularly produce premium time-lapse content for international tv documentaries, and am a specialist on motion control and time-lapse processing.
this is my first blog entry for esos expedition into the ultra high definition universe, as one of the four photo ambassadors who are embarking on a trip of a lifetime. even though we wont set out until march, this blog will begin here with a brief introduction to the expedition. 5ec8ef588b
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